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Editor’s Thoughts
One day I’ll be able to open this column without
talking about the weather, but not yet.
I was fortunate enough to be in India then Western
Australia during what was, for you, a very wet and
often very cold winter/early spring. I recall seeing
a photo on the BBC News site of a couple  peering
out of their caravan window at the snow lying all
around. And that was at Easter!
When I got home in April I had to go up the A6
Mountsorrel bypass and it was like driving along a
causeway, with flooded fields both sides of the
road!
But today, as we start the May Bank Holiday
weekend, the sun is out and the temperature is due
to climb into the 20s. Roll on, I say.
I managed to catch a bit of the Tour de Yorkshire
on my TV and was astonished at the size of the
crowds lining the route. OK the weather was
fantastic, but all the estimates place the numbers
watching at the million plus mark. I hear plans are
even being made to bring the opening stages of the
Tour of Spain(!) to Yorkshire’s sunny slopes. Who
would have thought that just 10 years ago? I
remember when the Tour de France came to
Plymouth in the 1970s and it was embarrassing
how ignored it was by all but the keenest cyclists.
This is great, but the world of big cycle races is not
necessarily going to do us, as simple leisure
cyclists all that much good, or is it?
What do you think? Write and let us know your
views.

Dave Binks
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From The President and
Secretary

Ray Clay

I reported in the Spring edition of Cycle Chat that our
carol service at Norton Juxta Twycross had to be cancelled at the last minute
because of snow. I took the view that it was far too dangerous to proceed
with the event. This year's carol service was discussed at the committee and
it was decided that we would hold the event again at the same place. The
date of 9th December has been agreed with the minister. Further details in
due course.

The prizegiving/skittles evening at The Soar Bridge Inn , Barrow upon Soar
organised by Keith Lakin was a great success. The new landlord has carried
out a number of improvements and the meal was very good. John Allen
presided over the presentations. A number of certificates and trophies were
awarded. Peter Witting is now “Clubman of the Year” and Jean Deacon is
the holder of the “Ladies Trophy”. (Jean is our very efficient minute taker
who we couldn't do without!). I was privileged to be given “The Phil Allen
Memorial award”. This is a new award and my name is the first on it. Phil,
John's late brother, was a massive cycle supporter and organiser for many,
many years and started off the Charnwood Section. He was an inspiration.

John Allen's “Back to the Fuchsia” event based in Thornton was well
supported despite the cold and rain. I was there at the start and soon joined
by Keith and Jean Lakin. Most of the time we huddled together in John's car.
Thank goodness the nursery provides teas and coffees. After a couple of
hours, I'm afraid I wasn't properly equipped for the cold and rain and had to
disappear after a couple of hours.

I can confirm that the Meriden service is planned to be held on 20th May.
There was some doubt since the event didn't appear on the CTC website. I
contacted the organiser who said that, due to computer problems, he hadn't
managed to sort things out. However, he did confirm the date and assured
me that thing were now under control.
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I'm looking forward to the Leics Cyclists’ Association’s “Over 60s
Reunion”. No date has been set yet. I've been on previous occasions and
really enjoyed the company and particularly seeing those who are no longer
cycling.

The committee is considering having a different format for our AGM this
year on Saturday 17th November. Last year, the attendance was only 13.
Options are being considered to boost numbers.– maybe an AGM with a
buffet?
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Technical Topics
by Peter Witting

“Fill That Hole”
I’ve finally started using the CTC’s smartphone
App to report highways defects. It’s easy to
find on the App store for both iOS and Android
devices. While local authorities operate their
own reporting systems, they are limited to their
own area. The Fill That Hole app will record
details wherever you are on the bike; very
useful if you regularly cross county borders. I stop to photo the defect, making
a note of the location, then ride on to complete the reporting process when I
next stop.  You then receive an acknowledgement for your report, followed by
confirmation that the Highways Authority have been notified. You can update
that report later including those duly completed – yes it does happen!

Cycle “DashCams”
Last year one of the Thursday Club riders was hit by a car wing mirror while
on his way to meet us. The overtaking car was travelling maybe 55 mph
causing significant injury to the rider. Yet the driver escaped prosecution. The
Northamptonshire police failed to get sufficient evidence despite a number of
witnesses. That was when I decided to invest in Cycliq camera-lights! Their
Fly12 front and Fly6 rear combine lights and cameras in the same units. Their
latest CE versions are expensive, with additional cost for the storage data cards
and for additional brackets for each bike; they use Garmin or Go-Pro brackets.
How do they compare as lights? The front lamp output is 600 lumens, while
the rear is 100 lumens. So no compromises for night riding or as daylight
flashers. Weight-wise the front is lighter than my Cateye Volt1600, while the
rear is heavier than the Cateye Rapid X3; the overall weight is almost
identical.
Is it worth the cost? Well you hope you’ll never need to show the evidence
from the cameras, but it’s there just in case! For me it’s a vital safety feature,
both as a daylight flasher and as a source of evidence to counter police apathy
and incompetence.

Neoprene Gloves
These are something of a niche product, for use in temperate wet weather. Not
when it’s cold as there is no intrinsic warmth and your hands will be chilled.
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The deadline for the Autumn issue of
Cycle Chat is 1st August 2018

That edition will cover September, October & November 2018

And not for warm summer weather as they’ll be too hot and sweaty! My old
pair from Ozzo had worn out, which proved how much wet weather we
endure! I replaced them with a pair by Endura, but I’m sure other brands work
just as well. Aim for a size larger than suggested as it makes it easier to get on
and off. (For the very coldest winter weather in the wet I use Sealskinz
Skiddaw mittens with Damart liners).

Acts of Cycling Stupidity
By Anon.

Cyclist goes into the WC cubicle in the cafe and needs to remove his cycling top
layer over his head. In an open topped pocket is his wallet and keys.
The act of removing it over his means the pocket is now upside down just for a
moment. That moment is not very long, but is still long enough to allow his keys to
fall out and down the toilet bowl !
Fortunately this happened before he used the toilet, but still meant rolling his sleeve
up and fishing his wet keys out of the bottom of the bowl.
The moral of the story is to close the lid BEFORE as well as AFTER using the WC.

The Gibbet at Bilstone.

Did you know there is a genuine
gibbet still at the roadside in
Leics?

This is at GR436173E, 304505N
in Gibbet Lane, south of Bilstone.

A nearby sign indicates that the
body of John Massey, hung in
1881 for the murder of his wife,
hung here in chains until 1818!

Dave Binks
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Charnwood Generals' Report.

Martin Bulmer writes

Right from the start let me congratulate my Deputy Writer, Lyn Gale, on winning
the County CTC trophy for “Best Article” in Cycle Chat 2017, in which she wrote
about rides we undertook last May in Yorkshire. Well done Lyn, and thank you
for organising our annual Spring holidays.
Now, despite us having an Award-Winning writer in our section, it has fallen
upon me to write this report for the last quarter. That was not the only thing to
have fallen upon me, and upon all of us, this last quarter. I speak of white stuff.
The wintry weather that saw off some of the later rides of 2017 continued into
2018.  Our “Winter Wonderland” car assisted ride in the Peak District had to be
called off - too much Winter - but a short impromptu tour of our lowlands was
substituted. The County skittles and prize-giving night where Lyn was to have
received her best article trophy had to be rescheduled and the Dave Sulley rides
were cancelled. The following week the Charnwood ride to Markfield via Rothley
Station went ahead as planned. I managed to miss the first part due to a prior
engagement, but joined the party on the approach to the lunch stop. They had been
on a hilly tour of the Forest by that point and were glad of the rest and refreshment
at The Bulls Head.
The next week's ride also had to be cancelled.
By the following week, March 25th, the weather had picked up. We had breakfast
at a very busy Fradley Junction, then changed the lunch venue to Elford which
had been on the list for the previous week’s cancelled ride. After lunch we had a
look at the Elford's Walled Garden and decided to return later in the year when
there would be flowers. That was a very enjoyable ride, reminding us that cycling
is a pleasure. We’d nearly forgotten. Award-winning author Lyn & husband Pete
put on another unpremeditated week-day ride the following week based on a
favourable weather forecast. I can see this becoming a trend, as none of us is now
tied by employment yet we are all connected to “Messenger”, so a nice day can
easily precipitate an extempore ride; a better sort of precipitation than that at the
start of this humble article.
Our annual Birthday Lunch took place at The Ferrers Arms, Lount, on Sunday
April 22nd, where the trophy for “Best Article” in Cycle Chat 2017 (have I
mentioned that yet?) finally caught up with local laureate Lyn. Other (lesser)
prizewinners were; Richard Shanks for Club Person of the Year; yours truly for
B.A.R. and being old; multi-award winner Lyn Gale won the Ladies' Cup as well
as that trinket for writing stuff (did I tell you about that?); Jim Gerrard won the
County Trophy for the “Clublife” section in the photographic competition, (his
photos may have shown acclaimed writer actually cycling, I’m not sure) and John
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Allen won the award for leading Charnwood member in the Photographic
Competition. John Hartshorne won both the awards for ‘Pictorial’ and
‘Humourous' in the same competition. That last sentence was lifted straight from
The Coalville Times, complete with controversial spelling (unless The Ed corrects
it - please don’t, it’s a feature of The Times), which plagiarism is just one reason
why I will never win any prizes for writing. That last phrase is another.
As I write, a few days before the Cycle Chat deadline, we look forward to next
week’s Spring Holiday in Dorset,
organised by our outstanding columnist
Lyn Gale. Well, it’s her turn to write the
next article, so look out for titles such as
“Riding rings around Yearlings Bottom”;
“Puddles We Have Passed” or “Bere
Down To Shitterton*”.
It is so much easier when there’s
something to write about.

* Yes, it’s true, there is such a place. The photo shows the new stone sign
which replaces the metal ones which were regularly stolen. At 1.5t, the
locals think this this one will take more stealing.    Editor

Another of Jean
Lakin’s fantastic
cake decorations.

This was the
centre piece of
Charnwood
Section’s recent
Birthday Lunch
and Prize Awards
ceremony.

Photo by Tim Bastock
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Richard Shanks, Charnwood Generals’ President, hands over
the awards at their recent

Prize Awards and Birthday Lunch
Photos taken by Tim Bastock

John Allen
John Hartshorne

Julie Tsang

Lyn GaleThe Trophies
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Lyn Gale

Jim Gerrard

John Allen         Richard Shanks

The Diners

Richard Shanks      Martin Bulmer
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From Manche to Med and back again
by tandem

Rosy Gray tells it how it was.
Photos by Colin/Rosy Gray

Colin & Rosy continue the trip on their long machine. They have been on the road
for 19 days and are homeward bound, but still have a long way to go.

Day 20: Marmande to St Émillion - 68 km 710 m climb
The day started well with Colin picking a series of lanes that avoided the busy
main road from Marmande leading us back towards the Canal du Latéral, which
we followed to la Réole. We are told that from here to Bordeaux there is no longer
a suitable towpath. This was not a problem for us since from here our planned
route headed almost due north all the way to St Malo.

We climbed up into the town to find a café
and then continued to climb steeply for 2
km. It threatened rain but the weather gods
smiled on us. It was a pleasant hilly ride to
the Dordogne stopping for a late lunch in
Rauzan, which boasts some apparently
impressive Grottes (caves) and the less
impressive Chateau des Duras.

In Branne we called in at the local
supermarket as our accommodation offered
self catering, which has to be a far cheaper
than eating out in St Émillion. We then The routes

NEW MEMBERS

Peter Witting reports:-

Regular readers will know that we welcome new members and list
them by their location. However, due to “Data Protection Issues”(!) National
Office are unable to supply any info. for this edition. However we still welcome
them to the Group and hope they will join in our local activities.
By virtue of your CTC/Cycling UK Club Membership, there are no additional
fees or subscriptions to pay for riding with your local group, so why not go along
and try one of our group rides? Contact the ride organiser first so that he/she can
welcome you on the day. You won’t regret it.
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stopped for a beer and
encountered a candidate for
the ‘Stroppiest Barman in
France’ Award. He wouldn’t
even let us take the grotty
restaurant chairs onto the
terrace so we could keep an
eye on the bike and was
downright abusive.

Soon the road climbed up
into St Émillion. The place
to buy your wine is the local
cooperative but we didn’t have time to detour there. Instead we walked up through
the town’s cobbled streets observing a lot of Brits and Americans emptying their
wallets very quickly. We observed a couple of Aston Martins with ‘2017 Wine
Tour’ emblazoned on them but didn’t consider that this was a better way to travel
than by bike. Colin did his bit for Anglo North American relations that night by
helping a Canadian finish his bottle of St Émillion Grand Cru, and he said that it
was very good too.

Day 21: St Émillion to Jonzac - 76 km 420 m climb
At last a relatively easy day. We woke to fog so warm clothes and gloves were
needed until lunch time. Virtually all day we cycled mainly on little roads through
vineyards, which was slightly surreal as giant grape harvesting tractors appeared
through the fog like something from a science fiction movie. In the PMU bar at St
Denis De Pile we noted, not for the first time, how addicted the French are to
gambling, they seem to place their bets at the local PMU bar, a more sociable
experience than doing it online.

As we ate our lunch in Bussac Forêt it was not necessary to look at your watch to
establish that it was a Wednesday. The local children were leaping out of the
school bus ready to enjoy a free afternoon. We wondered what the teachers did
then and questioned whether we had spent our teaching careers in the wrong
country.

The worst climb of the day was into Montendre where we chatted to two Dutch
cyclists and celebrated getting up the hill with two beers. It was an easy ride to
Jonzac where we had a really nice apartment with a kitchen for only €45. If my
handle bars had been a few mm longer it would have been necessary to turn them
round to get the bike safely into the garden behind the apartment.

St Emillion
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Day 22: Jonzac to St Jean d’Angély - 67 km 610 m climb
The road from Jonzac was quite busy and we were pleased to soon be turning off
onto much smaller roads, although not so pleased when a huge tractor passed us
extremely close. That’s very unusual in France and we were not sure if it was
deliberate. Shortly afterwards Colin pulled off onto the grass verge when a huge
lorry passed on a lane barely wide enough for a car. He need not have bothered;
the driver was virtually off the road in order to give us space.

In Prignac there was no café so we bought two drinks and a pain au raisin from
the boulangerie and sat on the church wall to consume them. It was very pleasant
in the warm sunshine. Once again much of the day was through vineyards
although now mainly used for the production of brandy as we crossed the
Charente close to Cognac. We watched a local farmer working single handed
stripping the grapes with a highly sophisticated tractor, which then emptied them
into a trailer; all highly efficient.

After finding a really nice picnic site at St Bris des Bois the afternoon followed a
similar pattern mainly on farm roads all the way to St Jean d’Angély although I

did have to call the navigator to order a
couple of times when the GPS track tried to
take us via rough gravel tracks. He blamed
the poor quality Garmin maps but managed
to reroute us using the good old paper ones.

That evening Booking.com had come up
with an interesting option, a room in the
Royal Abbey in St Jean. This turned out to
be a big disappointment. Initially we
couldn’t get in because the key code for the
door they sent us had been changed and for
the price of a hotel it was essentially very
ordinary hostel accommodation and not
even well maintained.

Day 23: St Jean d’Angély to St Hilaire des Loges - 75 km 500 m climb
We left St Jean d’Angély without a proper breakfast as eating in one’s room could
damage a historic monument. We presume the clergy who lived here in the past
starved themselves to death. There was no boulangerie on the way out of town and
no café or shop of any description for over 40 km. Lunch has seldom tasted so
good.

Royal Abbey

Cycle Chat  12
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You will have guessed Colin was once again following his natural preference for
unclassified roads and apart from some poor surfaces it was very pleasant. After
lunch progress was quicker on better surfaces as we crossed the Marais Poitevin,
an area of ancient marshland, which not surprisingly is flat. At Coulon, a very
attractive village, we stopped by the Sevre Niortaise for a beer. Whilst it was a
beautiful day none of the flat bottomed boats that are traditional here were in use.

From St Pompain to our Chambre
d’Hote, miles from anywhere, the
navigator had again followed the direct
route, and once again probably not the
best choice. The roads were very narrow
and there were three very severe climbs.
We managed to ride them, but only just,
not the best way to finish a longish day
in my humble opinion.

Since there were no restaurants nearby Colin had the foresight to book an evening
meal, which we ate with the family and two other guests. We thought 20:00 was a
bit late for dinner but in the end it didn’t arrive until nearly 21:00, fortunately the
meal was excellent, but we didn’t sleep well eating so late. The family, who all
spoke some English, were all farmers and it was no surprise that they were
complaining about the weather. It seemed pretty much perfect to us; for cycling or
for farming.

Day 24: St Hilaire des Loges to Les Plessis (Les Herbiers) - 63 km 720 m
climb
This was not a day I was looking forwards to since it was this area of steep hills
and searing temperatures that caused me a great deal of discomfort on our 2016
tour to the Pyrenees. Fortunately, on threat of divorce, Colin had found a kinder
and very attractive route through the Vendée.

We were soon descending to the river that gives its name to this beautiful region,
barely a small stream where we crossed it, and were soon joined by a group of ‘Ex
Pats’ on road bikes. Despite the fact that they lived nearby they didn’t seem to
have much idea of where they were, or where they were going. “Typical cyclists”,
Colin muttered.

I was allowed an early coffee stop in Vouvant, very pleasant in the warm
sunshine, and an incredibly beautiful spot with great views from the castle
ramparts overlooking a large lake. Legend has it that this not insignificant castle

Coulon
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was built in a single day, but that was clearly before French workers learnt to
down tools and go on strike for the slightest reason.

All day we climbed and descended, usually, but not always, with comfortable
gradients, and since it was Saturday, being very careful to note the ‘Chase en
Cours’ notices. This means that the ‘hunt’ is out and in France that means, ‘If it
moves, shoot it’, and it’s not unknown for that to include fellow hunters,
pedestrians or even cyclists!

It was also a day that involved a lot of walking. In Les Herbiers Colin was soon
exhausted as we spent ages looking for just a few items in a supermarket that
would make ASDA in West Bridgeford look tiny. Then the 5 km direct route to
our Chambre d’Hote turned out to be mostly a rough gravel track which I refused
to ride along. The ‘Captain’ assured me that the mapping showed it as tarmac and
I was also not prepared to go along with his assessment that it was ‘perfectly
rideable’. At least he got one thing right, ascertaining that the nearest restaurant
was miles away and pre-booking an evening meal that was delivered to our room
by extremely friendly hosts. They even provided a washing machine and switched
the heating on so we could get it dry; the nights were beginning to get distinctly
cool.

Day 25: Les Plessis (Les Herbiers) to Varades - 75 km 700 m climb
This was one of those days when you spent more time putting waterproofs on and
off than riding your bike; at least that’s what it felt like. We also knew from
previous experience that there would be some steep climbs.

We left the Chambre d’Hote in fairly heavy rain but were soon removing layers as
it warmed up and rain became drizzle. The crossing of the Sevre Nantaise, which
lies in a steep sided valley, was easier than expected. I had warned my
‘Headbanging’ better half not to repeat last years route across it with a 20%
descent followed by a 20% ascent.
For once he listened but seemed
determined to inflict the maximum
amount of pain on us both with the
final 15 km to the Loire with a
succession of climbs in excess of
10%. To say I was somewhat
grumpy when we arrived at a nice
Chambre d’Hote 3 km north of the
Loire was an understatement.

Sevre Nantaise
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Day 26: Varades to Pouancé - 53 km 520 m climb
This was another drizzly, mizzly day but since we were now into October that’s
much the sort of weather us ‘Notties’ expect for Goose Fair. This was the shortest
day of the whole tour and we had a leisurely breakfast chatting to two Americans.
Needless to say it was not long before the conversation turned to Trump’s latest
‘Twitter’ outburst.

A choice of boring main road or a slightly hillier option through the lanes I was
offered on setting out. I hesitantly opted for the latter and very nice it turned out to
be too, we hardly saw a car for 25 km. The PMU bar in Candé was full of
pensioners rapidly emptying their wallets in the hope of winning a fortune. Since
we were running out of Euros we didn’t join in.

From Challain la Potherie, which boasts a lovely ornate château, we followed the
Verzée through the beautiful little village
of Armaillé, complete with a well
preserved lavoir (communal clothes
washhouse), into Pouancé.

Our lodging for the night was a two bed
roomed cottage. Unfortunately the lovely
wood burning stove in the lounge had not
been completed so we had to make do
with an electric fan heater to warm our
bedroom. Goose Fair weather is seldom
warm.

Day 27: Pouancé to St Aubin du Cormier - 74 km 820 m climb
It rained heavily most of the night so it was a wonderful surprise to wake to a
glorious sunrise over the Chateau of Pouancé. It was quite chilly but we soon
warmed up on the climb out of town towards Senonnes, where the racehorses
were exercising.

There was a bar in Rétiers at 29
km, but after that nothing was
open until La Boxëxire a mere
10 km short of our destination.
Here we chatted to two friendly
but drunk Frenchmen. If they
told us once how beautiful
Brittany was they must have

Challain La Potherie

Pouancé
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told us one hundred times; but then having cycled through it many times we
already knew that.

The apartment we had booked was quite nice but a little strange. Despite arriving
late afternoon nothing was ready and we had to stand in the street for 15 minutes
before being admitted. Dinner was a bit of a challenge with just a microwave, but
when it comes to cooking Colin is versatile, if nothing else.

Day 28: St Aubin du Cormier to St Malo - 75 km 620 m climb
Somehow the navigator had found the flattest possible ride through Brittany, more
by luck than judgement he admits. Another beautiful day greeted us but it was
very cold initially with the Garmin Edge registering barely 5 ⁰ C. I was really
pleased I had packed my gloves.

We rode on fairly main roads, but with little traffic, until shortly after coffee, here
to my surprise the straight line route on minor roads was pleasant and gradients

were very manageable. The only
steep climb all day was through the
back streets of St Malo as we
cunningly avoided the manic going
home from work traffic.

Colin had found a nice hotel (Ibis
Styles) just 1 km from the ferry port
so we settled into our comfortable
room and celebrated ‘Manche to
Med’ and back with a couple of beers
and a nice bottle of wine.

Day 29: From the hotel to Ferry Port - 1 km 0 m climb
An easy ride to the ferry and we were loaded immediately ready for 10 hours of
complete boredom. In Portsmouth our friends drove our car to the Ferry terminal
so we were saved the problem of cycling back through Gosport in the dark.

Conclusion
I don’t know whether it’s the passing of 19 years or advancing years that was
responsible for me not remembering how hard this ride would be. However I am
glad we did it whilst we still can. I doubt very much that I will do it again
although I am sure Colin would not hesitate if Victoria Pendleton said that she
was available to be the ‘stoker’.

Rosy Gray

En route to St Malo
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SEE YOUR PHOTOS IN PRINT !
Your pictures needed for Cycle Chat.

Any reasonable shots illustrating an article are accepted.

However, if you want to increase your chances of a cover shot, bear in mind that a
group of people actually riding is much more interesting than a row of static
people. Faces should be visible, bums disappearing up the road are not very
attractive!

In order to go on the front or rear cover, they also need to be in vertical (portrait)
format, so that it is the correct way round, or at least able to be cropped so that the
interest is within a vertical A5 or 4 border. I can do the cropping, don’t worry
about that.

I show some examples of good and bad shots that could be used on the covers.

In order to save anyone’s embarrassment, all the shots below are by the Editor.

Not really suitable as a cover shot; horizontal, not actually cycling.

Possible cover shots; vertical, people actually cycling.
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I Bet That Hurt!
Long time member Pete Etheridge, from Kettering, has
been scribbling his memoirs of a lifetime cycling. People
of a squeamish nature should beware!
Pete concludes his story from the last editions :-

I have already said that in my 20s I liked to go for an all night ride in
June when daylight is at its longest, getting as far away as possible, to
places like North Wales or Cumbria. When I reached the grand old age of
37, I wondered if I can still do those long rides I used to do? I was only
doing a long ride once a year when I was working at SATRA. I left work
on a Friday afternoon at 6pm and cycled to Stamford, and then up the Al
heading for Newcastle. In those days the A1 passed through many towns
like Doncaster, and there were long stretches of three lanes where traffic
was allowed on one lane with two lanes on the other side for overtaking,
swapping over every mile or so. I stopped at transport cafes during the
night and met up every time with some soldiers who were in a convoy
going to their base at Stirling. They were impressed that I was averaging
the same speed as them, although  they were spending much longer in the

cafes! I left the A1 and took the road for
Newcastle, where I stopped for breakfast
at about 9am. While I was in the cafe
a gang of motorcyclists came in, the lo-
cals were very impressed that they had
ridden their motorbikes up from London!

 I left Newcastle on a very nice A road, more like a country lane, and
where the road passed over a stream, because it had been drizzling all
night and I felt very grubby I stripped off and immersed  myself in the
icy water up to my neck. I felt refreshed and carried on, eventually join-
ing the A68, still a very quiet road. Somewhere along here I was
passed by a very tall truck. As it passed I heard a loud crack so I put in a
big sprint and was brushed by a very large branch which had been broken
off by the truck. I didn't stop and carried on, really enjoying the ride that
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kept climbing steep hills which
when they reached the top imme-
diately plunged down the other
side. Going over Carter Bar was
wonderful, an empty road and
open moorland with no trees ex-
cept for three Scots pines up on
the hill beside the road. I carried
onto Edinburgh, arriving at  the Youth Hostel, where I had to unload  my
bike and carry it down a steep flight of stone steps to the bike store under
the hostel. When I got into the hostel I found they didn't have a store and
I was too late to book a meal, but there was a store half a mile down the
road which closed at 8pm. It was now 7.40pm so I ran all the way
down to the shop and bought some bread, milk, a tin of beans and some
sausages. I went back to the hostel at a slower pace and cooked my
evening meal.

The next morning I cycled up to the top of the rock and admired the view
of Princes Street before riding to Queensferry to look at the Forth Bridge.
I briefly considered riding over it, but decided to head South.

I cycled over a range of hills on very quiet roads where I found a wonder-
ful cafe in a cottage. It was a strange place to find a cafe. I carried on to
Jedburgh, then Kielder, through the forest, and along the military road
(very hard going) to Once Brewed YH. Next morning I cycled up to
Hadrian's Wall where I sat on the wall in the sun for a while.

I then cycled in a South Westerly direction, over the Pennines (wonderful
view of the Lake District from the top), round Lake Windermere (rather
boring) to Kendal YH.

Next morning there was a howling headwind going South. In the hostel
there was another cyclist who asked if he could join me. He sat on my
wheel for about 4 miles but then disappeared. It was very hard going un-
til I reached Manchester after about 80 miles when the wind eased. I car-
ried on, arriving in Kettering at about 2am. Here I was stopped by a
copper who wanted to know where I was going. I told him Finedon.
Where had I come from? Kendal I replied. Where's that? The Lake Dis-
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trict. A look in my very packed saddle bag and I was on my way. I don't
know what he made of it, he seemed a bit confused.

I arrived home after about 750 miles, and went to work the next day.

From Sally Etheridge (Pete’s daughter)

I am going to add to this story by my dear dad! When I was about 10 me
and my little sister were having dinner with our mum when the phone
rang. Dad always went off for a few days cycling in June as his summer
holidays as an FE teacher at Kettering Tech started before ours. I heard
mum say "Stop messing about Pete!" It was the police to say he had had
been knocked down by a driver who had hit him from behind and tried to
drive off (the driver was caught further down the road) - she thought it
was him playing about! He'd been due back earlier that day. So a day
later I think we went off to Rugby to
see him. He was very battered and I
remember he looked quite yellow. I
wasn't too worried - since I was 7
years old I had been used to ambu-
lances bringing him home or going
to see him in hospital after some
incident. When I was 7 it was after
he was knocked off by a horse on
the A6 on the way to work.

When he collided with Nim Carline I was 17 and my sister was 15. Mum
was in Italy on a “once in a blue moon” holiday with her parents. The
cyclist who was feeding him for the '24' came down the drive very sheep-
ish and upset at having to break the news to two teenage girls that their
dad was in hospital. I think our matter-of-factness took him aback a bit! I
happened to have some friends visiting who drove me to Cambridge Ad-
denbrookes hospital where he was very surprised to see me! Jane and I
then had to break the news to mum on her return to the UK - no instant
info in those pre-internet pre-mobile days! (And that wasn't the last time
either - I am sure you will all hear more!) Mum was NOT happy - she
had expressly told him NOT to do that '24' - she thought it was madness!
And of course she was QUITE RIGHT!
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Picos de Europa and French Alps 2017
Dave Binks tells of his early summer holiday

All photos by Dave Binks

Dave continues with his story of his trip. He has had a tough day on a circuit that
included the Puerto de Piedrasluengas at 1355m on a pretty hot day. He is
camping with his tent and bike in the back of the car.

Saturday 17 June
Packed, paid and moved today. I had thought to go to a site about 100 mls
away further inland and a bit flatter but when I got over the Puerto de
Piedrasluengas into Cervera de Pisuerga and saw a campsite there and

realised I could do some not too
hard rides from there, so decided to
stay for 3 nights. Another very hot
and sunny day so other than setting
up and eating a light lunch did
nothing for a while before pottering
into town to have a look. Not a bad
little place. Decided it was now cool
enough to ride back up the pass to
Puerto de Piedrasluengas, so did that
in the cooler evening.

Just at the entrance to the campsite was a circus tent advertising a show
tonight in the Big Top, but only this one night. I thought that would be a
nice way to spend the evening, but unfortunately this did not start until 9
pm and lasted 90 minutes, which for just €10 was good value, but as it was
now 8.30 and I had not eaten, decided to eat my diner in my tent now
instead of starting cooking at 10.30 pm.
36 mls  529 m climbed , max height 1352 m

Sunday 18 June
Quite chilly first thing, but 2 other guys were leaving at 7.45 am anyway,
but it was 9.30 before I left for a ride. I headed westwards along the main
road where there was very little traffic. It was a fast flat ride and with a
light tailwind to Guardo. Just before I got there, a cycling road race came
the other way. By the look of it, the riders were all veterans and had only
just set off.
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I stopped in the town of Guardo for
a cold drink and a cake and admired
the carpet of flowers laid in front of
a Madonna next to a church. I think
it's The Asunción religious festival
but don't ask me what that is all
about!

Suitably refreshed, in spirit as well
as body, I headed out past the coal
fired power station to join a very
quiet lane that ran north of a couple
of reservoirs. This started out easy,
being fairly flat but soon got lumpy,
and the increasing heat made it
hard. The water levels were low, so
the brown tide mark around the
outside of the reservoirs was ever
present, but the views were still

good. To my surprise I saw the cycle race again, still going the other way,
but by now, it was on for real, with the leaders going very hard at the front
of the bunch with riders strung out behind, and smaller groups and solo
riders some way behind. I reckoned they were doing the same route as me,
but the opposite way round. Crossing a small bridge at the end of a large
inlet, I spotted a small building surrounded by cafe tables and chairs. There
was no cafe sign, but some walkers were at the tables, so in I went and
bought a cold drink and ate my picnic lunch in the shade.
The road climbed right up the 1413 m mark before dropping back down to
Cervera de Pisuerga and my red hot tent and car.
After getting a bit sunburnt on my shoulders yesterday afternoon, I wore a
shirt and sat in the shade of the campsite bar. I was going to buy a salad in
their restaurant later, but being Sunday evening it was closed.  However, I
still fancied a salad, so went into town to find a restaurant which was open.
Not much choice, but I did find somewhere and chose to sit outside at one
of the street tables with some of the locals. My egg salad, plate of chips,
bread, two drinks and an ice cream desert was €18.45, so not bad value and
it filled me up.
63 mls   1139 m climbed, max height 1432 m
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Monday 19 June
Not quite so chilly first thing today, so
got up and away by 9.00 hrs heading due
east along a main road which was very
quiet, very well surfaced, and pretty flat!
Aguillo de Campoo had a nice town
centre square with fountain and lots of
colonnaded cafes and restaurants in one
of which I enjoyed a coke in the cool. I
decide there and then that I would return
in the car for lunch after I had got back
and showered. Having just come straight
along the main rode on the way out, I
rode back via a northerly loop that just
did a bit of climbing on an almost
deserted road. However, the surface for

most of it seemed to be simply lots of patches all joined up to make a
“road”.
I was back at the tent early and, after rinsing out my sweaty gear and
making up a makeshift line to hang them out to dry in the hot sun, was
quickly out again, and drove straight to Aguillo de Campoo. By 2.30, I was
ensconced in a nice modern restaurant tucking in to a 3 course Menu of the
Day including wine or water (I chose the latter). I was pretty podged after
that lot, so sat on a bench with my book in as cool a spot as I could find
which wasn't easy because the heat and humidity were building up. It soon
started bashing and crashing overhead and I thought I ought to buy some
food stocks before the heavens opened. I made it to the shop in the dry, but
the streets were awash when I came out, so just sat on a low wall in one of
the many colonnaded streets and read some more. It eased off enough to let
me get to the car, and I came back via a different route, but with headlights
on because it was so dark. I fully expected my washing to have got wet, but
no, it was OK. It seemed the storm was very localised. However, later on at
the campsite, it darkened and flashed and crashed, but only a few spots fell.
Tomorrow I must move on, so sat down with the maps and scratched my
head.
I had booked myself onto a cycling tour that started in Geneva on July 5th
and heads south over many of the major alpine passes in the course of 8
days and ends in Nice, stopping in hotels en-route. However, because I was
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camping and had my car
with me, I had to make extra
arrangements. So I would
leave my car and camping
kit in one of the secure car
parks at Nice airport and
take the train with bike and a
small luggage bag, to
Geneva station, where the
tour organiser said he would
meet me and take me to the
start hotel. So I had to bear
the above in mind and not go
too far into Spain and leave myself with a massive drive to get to Nice. My
thoughts were to do it in bite sized chunks over the next 15 days.
43 mls, 530 m total climbed, 1115 m max height.

Tuesday 20 June
Packed and away by about 9.30. Another very hot day at 34 C. I had only
intended to do about half the journey I did today, but ended up carrying on
to Estella, near Pamplona. Estella is on the main pilgrim's route to Santiago
de Compostela and there were lots of people walking and cycling in the
opposite direction. Quite a journey for them, particularly in this heat and
along some very boring roads and countryside. The cyclists were not club
type people, they were mostly on heavy touring bikes with sit and beg type
positions, and all were carrying lots of luggage.
The campsite was just outside the town and although it had lots of pitches,
most were occupied by caravans and enormous tents that weren't being
used, so are obviously there all year, and just used for weekends etc. In
fact, the space available to tourers was only about 5 or 10% of the whole
site!
After pitching up I rode into town to have a look round, but it was so hot I
simply found the main square and sat and had a coke and an ice cream
before heading back. Later I drove in for a little shopping and to get out of
the heat.
I had intended to go for a ride later when it cooled down, but didn't bother.
I'll get up early tomorrow.
6 mls
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Wednesday 21 June.
Midsummer's day - the longest day, made even longer by the constant
droning of the factory a few hundred metres away and the intermittent
beeping of the trucks reversing as they worked through the night. I'm not
sure what they make, but involves large quantities of a brown material a bit
like compost, and large silos about 5 m in diameter and about 10 m tall.
The smell is not that unpleasant and reminded me of a brewery. This
wasn’t far off the truth because when I got home I looked it up and
discovered the plant makes fertiliser from the skins of crushed grapes.
However, I had decided to make an early start today to try to avoid the
worst of the heat on a 60 mile ride I had plotted, so 7.45am saw me riding
out of the gate and through the centre of Estella. I expected to see lots of
locals on their way to work, but it was surprisingly quiet as I picked up the
NA120 that slowly climbed from the 400 m of Estella to the top at Mirador
del Puerto del Lizzarraga at 1031 m. The road itself was very well surfaced
and carried little traffic despite the pleasant scenery of wooded hillsides
and open fields. As I approached one bend, I saw two youngish guys
standing, looking up the hill, each with a camera in his hand, one a large
professional looking SLR the other a large professional looking video
camera. I instantly though this was the local press out to watch “ Famous
Leicester Cyclist Climbing Local Mountain” but having thought about it,
realised that probably wasn't true, so kept watch ahead to see what was
coming. Soon a lone cyclist, wearing full race kit, came down, sweeping
hard into the bends and so I assumed they were just setting up a few action
shots for publicity purposes. A few hairpins before the summit told me I

was nearly there, only to
see a stone quarry right at
the top! The obligatory
photo of my bike beside
the sign indicating the
height was taken, but the
scenic backdrop of a large
piece of machinery was
not so good.

To be continued
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Leicestershire & Rutland CTC Events 2018

20 May   Meriden Service
9 June (Sat) Challenge Rides (see advert)   Neil Dixon
2nd Sept  East Midlands Region CTC Audax UK “Forests of the
    Region” 200K and 100K, Moira Village Hall, Ian Hill
23 September President’s Ride
TBA   LCA Over 60s Reunion   Eileen Johnson
7th October:  Phil Allen Memorial Ride (25 & 16mls off road)

Cloud Hill Trail.                      John Allen and Keith Lakin
17 November Photographic Competition  John Catt/Keith Lakin
17 November CTC AGM      Ray Clay
18 Nov   Leics & Rutland CTC AGM, Botcheston, Leics
9 Dec   Carol Service. 1.15pm Holy Trinity Church,

Norton Juxta Twycross CV9 3PU
23* Dec  Mince Pie Meet, E Mids Region event, Belton VH,
     Leics* from 10.30am    (date to be confirmed)

New Leics & Rutland DA Jersey Design
Update

Following the recent competition for a new design of jersey, the committee
has been considering the designs and options, but really needs some
feedback from members as to whether or not people would buy them. The
cost is thought to be in the region of £40 each, possibly more.

The Committee would be pleased to have your thoughts and comments,
good, bad or indifferent, before they commit any further resources into this.

Please let one or more of
the main officers listed on
the front inside cover know
your thoughts.
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County CTC award winners 2017
See page 30 for winners names
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We need YOUR contribution
Cycle Chat is written and edited by volunteers, not paid correspondents. Your 75p
per copy hardly even covers the cost of printing and posting, it certainly doesn’t
leave enough to pay anyone.
Without sufficient input from our members and readers (you), Cycle Chat will just
fade away. Don’t just leave it to others all the time.
We need items from you, yes YOU!
Anything with a loose connection to cycling is welcome. Your best/worst ride; your
best/worst route/cycling holiday; your favourite or worst bit of kit; a recipe that
would be particularly appealing to other cyclists; tips; things to avoid; photos with a
cycling content (not just views); reminiscences of bygone days; letters of praise, or
complaint; requests for info; etc, etc; or anything else that springs to mind.
Don’t worry about your spelling or grammar; that is easily corrected by the editor
who will also do the layout and make it look really good on the printed page.
With most having access to a computer, writing a story is easy, you don’t have to do
it all in one go. A good technique is to write down the bare bones, then go back and
gradually fill in the details over the space of a week or two, thus letting your
subconscious work away in the background.

Yes, we ARE interested in what you have to say.
Please send whatever you have to the Editor. Address etc inside front cover.

Cycle Chat is the quarterly magazine of the
Leicestershire & Rutland Cyclists’ Touring Club

Editor: Dave Binks,    davebinks@ntlworld.com    tel; 0116 2296015
92 Balmoral Rd, Mountsorrel, Loughborough, Leics, LE12 7EN
Advertising and distribution: Aileen Andrews -  tel: 0116 2865738
All contributions are welcome, send them to The Editor who reserves the right to amend
copy for legal or production reasons.
Contributions should be in “MS Word” or similar, or neatly handwritten. Typed copy,
CDs or flash drives are also welcome (CDs and drives will be returned). Please ensure
Excel tables and PDF files are legible on an A5 page size. Photos, in .jpg format, with the
photographer’s name and permission are welcome.
All contributions should be accompanied by the writer’s name, address, telephone number
or e-mail. If not stated, the photos are by the article’s author. We try to acknowledge photo
copyright whenever possible. If there is a problem, we apologise and ask you to contact
us immediately.
Views expressed in letters, articles or editorial are not necessarily those of the
Leicestershire & Rutland CTC.
Printed by Teamprint, Loughborough 01509 261425
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This year’s Theme for the Annual Photographic
Competition is

Wildlife
Deer in Bradgate Park, animals in Twycross Zoo,
birds in the garden, butterflies, seabirds at the
seaside……. Any of these or anything else you can think of.

Judging will take place at the Annual Photo
Competition being held in conjunction with the
AGM later in the year on November 17, 2018.
More details of how to enter will follow later,
but in the meantime, get snapping.

County CTC award winners 2017

Presented at the Soar Bridge Inn, Barrow-on-Soar 3rd March

Photographic Awards
Pictorial, Smith Trophy, 1. John Hartshorne, 2, Jim Gerrard, 3, John Allen
Club Life, Alan Haywood Rose Bowl, 1, 2 & £ Jim Gerrard
Humorous, Sue Greaves Shield, 1, John Hartshorne, 2 & 3 John Allen
Theme, Transport, George Clownes Tray, 1, 2 & 3 John Allen

Cycle Chat Award, Domain Trophy, best article, Lyn Gale, "Circling the
River Hull" Autumn edition, judged by Ian Hill CTC Derby and Burton

Ladies BAR, Heggs Cup, Judy Dawson

Overall BAR  Open road trophy, Neil Dixon and Peter Witting

Hames Centenary Award, A Lady for efforts for Leics CTC, Jean Deacon

Clubperson of the Year, Seager Trophy, Peter Witting, ballot at AGM

Phil Allen Memorial Award, Efforts in bringing Leics CTC members
together, Ray Clay
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Leicestershire and Rutland CTC DA
Challenge Rides

Sat 9th June

Ride 50 miles in 4 or 5 hours, or 100 miles in 6/7/8 hours

Start from Lutterworth RFC club-house, Bitteswell, Lutterworth, between 8am and
10am.

Two 50-mile loops are available, as printed sheet, or GPS download.
Loop 1: Bitteswell, out to the Langtons, Hallaton, Medbourne, return via Great
Bowden Sibbertoft and Walton

Loop 2: Bitteswell, out via Brinklow, Birdingbury, Ashby St Ledger, return via Crick
and Lutterworth

The Rules:
The rules are simple.
1. Fill in an entry form at the start, saying what loop / distance / time you intend to

do (we will modify if you change your mind half way around)
2. There's no set start time, just tell us when you leave, and ride the routes within the

time limit.
3. If you are riding the 100 mile route, then you are allowed an extra 30 mins for

eating between the 2 loops.
4. Hot food and refreshments will be available to purchase at the HQ.
5. Ride whichever loop(s) you prefer.

The Cost
The ride costs £5 no matter what distance you are
doing.  Under-16's will be £3, but must have a
signed parental-consent form.

The Reward:
There's no specific medals' to be won, although
you may get a nice certificate to go with the
satisfaction of competing your ride.

More Details:
Please contact me, Neil Dixon
at northneil@gmail.com, or phone 07889854459,
for more details.
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WANTED - Your Photos
As I hope you have noticed, more photos are appearing in Cycle Chat but
we constantly need more. The advent of digital photography has made taking,
manipulating, distributing and reproducing the images easy these days, so
there is no excuse for not giving your work a wider audience.
If you have some cycling related shots (not views) that would be suitable for
publication and you would like to share, email them to
davebinks@ntlworld.com
Images must be in .jpg format (every digital camera does
that automatically) and I must have both the name of the
photographer and his/her permission to use it. I am
particularly keen to see work that has been shot in vertical
format because then it can be used on the front cover!
To keep costs down, only shots printed on the outer covers
are in colour, but I can convert any others to black & white.

Leicester Easy Riders
Contact Dave Smith  0116 2417908
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CHARITY CYCLE RIDE
&

GOLDEN WEDDING ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
SATURDAY AUGUST  4th  2018

Normanton on Soar
Village Hall LE12 5HB

Rosy and Colin Gray, together with many of their friends, will be celebrating their
Golden Wedding Anniversary in an unusual way, by tackling a 50 mile sponsored ride
for Wolfram Syndrome UK. There will also be a 50 km ride and a short family ride of
9 miles. All rides have a café stop.

Wolfram Syndrome is a rare progressive neurodegenerative condition that almost
invariably leads to a wide range of serious medical problems and shortened life
expectancy. This condition is so complex that many parents of those affected have to
give up work to become full time carers.

www.wolframsyndrome.co.uk is a small charity run entirely by volunteers and with
no extravagant advertising budget. It provides support to those affected by this
condition and their families.

The rides will start at 10:30 from Normanton on Soar Village Hall near Loughborough,
LE12 5HB.  We invite other local cyclists, especially those with tandems, to join one
of the rides. We will provide tea/coffee and biscuits from 09:30 and tea coffee and
cakes on completion of the rides from about 1600 to 17:00.

Whist the rides are not ‘led’ we will provide a route sheet/map, and a GPX track, for
each route. All we ask is that you e-mail us at colinrosy@googlemail.com or phone on
0115 9234867 letting us know which ride you intend to do so that we know how much
food to provide and to advise the cafes we are using on each ride.

If interested please contact us as soon as possible, and by August 1st at the latest. We
may need to limit places to 100 riders.

We are not asking you to be sponsored but anyone, whether they are riding or not, who
would like to sponsor us can either do this on the day or through our fund raising page
at:
https://mydonate.bt.com/fundraisers/colinrosyanniversary (or go to  mydonate.bt >
Sponsor a Fundraiser > enter Colin Gray in the ‘Search Box’.

We are using the same venue for a party from 19:00. However could you please note
that invitation to the evening function is by invitation only.

Rosy and Colin Gray
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